
   

 

Date 24th October 2013  

Issue Ref: HSE Information Sheet 13043 

Topic: Storing Gloves in your hard hat – a salutary tale!!!! 

Source – if 
known  

Interserve  

Details: 
 
 
 
 
 

Recently an employee of a major contractor developed a severe skin infection on his 
head, called cellulitis. The most likely cause was storing dirty/soiled gloves within the 
individual’s hard hat. 
 
Causes and Risk Factors of Cellulitis 
 
Healthy skin is an effective barrier which stops bacteria from entering & growing inside the 
body. However, when there is a break in the skin (regardless of how small), bacteria can 
easily enter the body & grow, causing a bacterial skin infection & skin inflammation. The 
infected skin area becomes red, hot, irritated & painful. 
 
Work gloves are designed to protect the hands from injury and contaminants. When 
placed in a hard hat, cross contamination of dirty gloves to the hard hat, then onto the 
persons head could cause infection. 
 
In this case, the hard hats forehead “sweat” band was very dirty from the gloves & general 
sweat. This would increase the risk of infection in any hard hat. Although a “convenient” 
storage area, your hard hat is not designed for this and should not be used to store dirty 
gloves. 
 

Recommended 
Action: 

Check the condition of your gloves. If they are heavily soiled or contaminated: clean or 
replace them (bin the contaminated ones so no-one else uses them). 

Check your skin for cuts and abrasions regularly 

Cover any cuts and abrasions with a suitable plaster or appropriate dressing 

Check your PPE regularly! Look at the condition of your hard hat. Get a new one if 
necessary (you can also just replace the head band in many cases) 

Store clean gloves correctly. Do not store dirty or soiled gloves inside your head 
protection 

Links/ 
References 

N/A  
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Any queries please call Admiral Safety Ltd on 07711 033663 or email – 

anelson@admiralsafetyltd.co.uk 

anelson@admiralsafetyltd.co.uk
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